The cuirent Status of the academic libraries in Greece is examined. A brief summary of each academic Institution and its library is given. Collection development, staff, and the bibliographic organization of the materials are described. The bibliogräphic Standards that libraries apply, automation and retrospective conversion are presented. General assessments, short presentation of automation Systems and areas for development are also provided.
Introduction
Panepistimia (universities), polytechnia (schools of engineering) and Anotates Scholes (higher schools) are the academic institutions in Greece. The schools of engineering are either autonomous or belong to a university. There are a total of eighteen public academic autonomous institutions in Greece. On the other hand Technological Educational Institutions (TEI) are three and a half year technical Colleges.
In 1984 Dr. Krikelas published a paper that was the first serious appraisal of the problem areas that Greek academic libraries were facing. The problem areas were: collection development, bibliographic organization, and personnel (1) . Fouryears later, in a paper by Birk and Karageorgiou, the Status of nine academic libraries was given äs well äs the legislation that concerned academic libraries (2) . A report of Greek academic libraries was written in 1991 by Zachos and Papaioannou (3) . The report included recommendations to make the academic libraries function better. In 1992, Dean Keller äs editor published a collection of essays for the Greek academic libraries (4) .
Did the academic libraries find Solutions to their Problems? What has changed in the last 10 years? This paper provides a description of all academic institutions and their libraries. The current Status of collection development, personnel, bibliographic organization and automation is examined. The paper serves äs an Update of the older papers about the Status of academic libraries in Greece.
Data collection
The data for this paper were collected using a variety of methods: by personal contact during the Third Meeting of the Academic Librariäns in Thrace, 9-11 November 1994, with a questionnaire that was sent to 50 academic libraries and with telephone Interviews for the libraries of 'University of lonio. For the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki the personal experience of the two writers brings in an additional perspective.
The academic institutions and their libraries
The National Kapodistrian University of Athens (N.K.U. Athens) was founded in 1837 and was called Othoneio University. In 1862 it was renamed National University and finally obtained its current name. The University consists of nine schools, and 24 departments with 45,000 students. The old campus is still in the center of Athens but there are many buildings dispersed all over the city (fifteen different locations). The libraries are isolated and work independently from each other. There are about 40 departmental and/or sectional libraries.
Even though it was the first (5) university founded in Greece, the Status of its library System is rather chaotic. There is no coordination nor a union catalog of the collection. There are small unorganized collections that can hardly be considered libraries. Some of these have rather large collections. Every library processes its own material and follows different Standards in bibliographic organization. As a result some libraries are well organized, others not. Here are some indicative data for libraries that answered the questionnaire:
The sectional library of the Classical Studies Department has 50,000 volumes and 350 serial titles. It follows Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules Rev.2 (AACR2), it has its own developed classification System, and the subject headings are not based on any of the Standard headings. The card catalog provides author, title and subject access.
The sectional library of the Byzantine & Modern Greek Philology follows AACR2, Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), and Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). It holds 22,000 volumes and 500 Journals. The card catalog provides the three traditional access points (author, title, subject).
The sectional library of Private Law (Labour Law & Social Insurance) of the Law School was founded in 1982 and has 3,500 titles and 50 Journals. It follows AACR2, Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), and no specific thesaurus for subject headings. It is automated with the ABEKT System (a short description of the integrated library Information Systems (ILIS) used in Greek academic institutions is given in APPENDIX) and uses UNEMARC format.
The sectional library of Private Law (Trade & Nautical Law) has 12,500 volumes and 120 serial titles. It follows AACR2, UDC, and no specific thesaurus for subject headings. It is automated with the ABEKT System and uses UNIMARC format.
The sectional library of the Primary Education Department was founded in 1990. The department has been in function since 1986 and has 2,000 students. The library follows AACR2, DDC, and no specific thesaurus for subject headings. The ABEKT System is used for automation of library functions.
The library of the Physical Education Department (4,000 students) has 12,000 volumes, 180 serial titles and a collection of 7,000 dissertations. It follows AACR2, DDC but no specific thesaurus Academic Libraries in Greece: a New Perspective for subject headings. It is automated with the ANALOGIO System and uses UNIMARC format. It cooperates with physical education libraries in four universities (6) of Greece for document delivery. It seems to be one of the most organized and active libraries in the university.
The library of the School of Dentistry was founded in 1978. It has 2,000 volumes and 175 serial titles. It follows AACR2, National Library of Mediane (NLM) classification schemes and Medicine Subject Headings (MeSH). They maintain only a subject card catalog. The library uses the ABEKT System.
In addition to the old, some newly established departments make an effort to create libraries. The department of Nursing is one of those. In the beginning the department belonged in the School of Medicine (7) . Since 1993, the department has been autonomous. It consists of four sections that are located in different buildings and has 240 students.
There is a building where a medical library will be created for all departments of the Medical School.
The Higher School of Fine Arts (8) (H. S. Fine Arts) was founded in 1837. Since 1930, it had been an autonomous university. It is housed in six buildings in Athens. The main building is located in the center of the city and there are five additional locations with specialized laboratories. It also has six art stations in Delphi, Mithimna of Lesbos, Mykonos, Rethymno, Rhodes and Hydra. The school has 466 students and one library that is housed in the main building with 19,000 volumes and 74 serial titles. The library uses the UDC classification schemes and maintains author and subject card catalogs.
The National Metsovian School of Engineering (N.Metsov. S.Eng) has 10,000 students in nine departments. It is located in two campuses in the city of Athens and was founded in 1914. There are two main libraries (one on each campus). Books are also found in an unknown number of locations in departmental or in sectional libraries or in the faculty's offices. The card catalogs are maintained in two copies, one in each library. The two libraries have 400 serial titles. Another 800 serial titles are dispersed in different locations on the campuses. It follows its own developed version of AACR2 and DDC. The library has just bought an ILIS called ALEF and it has a mini Computer, an Ether- All current material of the library System is processed in the central library. It has no current collection. The serials' invoice control, check-in and claiming are done in central library.
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Since 1989, the library has been a member of the OCLC (Online Computer Library Center), the biggest bibliographic Utility in the world. In January 1995 the library began entering records in OCLC and receives credit for this Service.
Nine employees of the central library and ten librarians that work in peripheral libraries are trained in cataloguing in MARC format. One librarian is working with bilingual authority files. In the central library, all bibliographic data for material acquired in library System from 1980 to 1991 was converted to MARC. Since 1992 all material is processed in MARC.
The central library maintains the union MARC bibliographic database, the MARC bilingual files with about 20,000 records and a card shelf list for the whole library System. A library Information System (named ARIStotelis) with three modules was developed in central library: cataloguing, bilingual authority files and OPAC. The OPAC contains about 80,000 MARC records acquired from original and retrospective cataloguing. The OPAC is accessible to the university's Community through the campus wide area network. The University will acquire the ILIS PTOLEMAIOS II for the automation of its libraries.
Each employee in the central library has a PC. Eight PCs offer to users access to the library's OPAC, CD-ROM databases, and to the Internet.
The The Physics library is automated and uses the PTOLEMEOSI System.
The Aristotle University of Thessaloniki has two regional campuses, one in Florina, and one in Serres. In Florina, there is one common library for 400 students of the two education departments (primary and kindergarten). The library has 15,000 items and 100 serial titles. The PC version of ARIStotelis is used for the MARC cataloguing, and for the OPAC.
In Serres, there is only one department (physical education) which has one library.
The Panteio University of Social and Political Sciences (Panteio U.) accepted the first students in 1930 and in 1989 (Presidential Decree 377) received its current name. The university is located on one campus in the center of Athens. It has 10,000 students and fifteen departments. The library System has 60,000 items and consists of one central library and one peripheral library. All subject headings assigned, are in Greek. The library has an Ethernet network, a mini Computer DEC, and 20 PCs for the staff and the users. It also has access to the Internet. Ali materials are processed by central library. The libraries are connected through the Ariadne network (a X.25 Computer network). The GEAC Advanced System has been chosen to automate the library functions. In November 1994 the database contained 30,000 unique titles in UNIMARC. Because of the duplication, it represents the 75% of the collection.
The University of Pireas (U.Pireas) was founded in 1938 with the name "School of Industrial Studies" In 1945, it was renamed äs "Higher School of Industrial Studies" and, in 1058 it was renamed again äs "Highest School of Industrial Studies" The final name was given in 1989 (Presidential Decree 337) äs University of Pireas. The university has 12,000 students in seven departments: economics, business organization & management, statistics & insurance, banking, technology & production System, nautical studies, Information science. Since 1993 all the departments (except nautical studies) have been housed in one building. There is one library and 4-5 small book collections with no library staff. The collection counts 40,000 items and about 300 serial titles. The library director holds a B.Sc. in Librarianship. The library has closed Stacks. All card cätälogs have been converted to USMARC format. The library has got a mini Computer which runs the library System PTOLE-MEOS II, eight IBM compatible PCs and Macintoshes for the staff and for the clients. The library seems to be one of the best organized.
The University of Macedonia of Economics and Social Studies (U.Macedonia) is located in Thessaloniki and was founded in 1948 with the name "Higher School of Industrial Studies" but really started operating in 1957-1958. That year the name changed to "Highest School of Industrial Studies of Thessaloniki" and it became a university level school. In 1966 the name changed again to "Highest Industrial School of Thessaloniki". The final name "University of Macedonia" was given in 1990. That year, the university moved into a new and modern building close to the Aristotle University. In the new building there is a specially designed place for the library. It has six departments: finance, business, international studies, accounting, Information science and political science. The library has a collection of 60,000 volumes of which 30,000 are in the Offices of the faculty members. The card catalog identifies the location of the material. Still, this is a negative point in the function of the library. Until 1991 the library used DDC, now LC is used. All of the collection has been re-classified with the LC schemes. Since 1993, PTOLEMEOS has been used. The lack of personnel has resulted in only 10% of the collection being converted in MARC. The library maintains all card files. Generally it is well organized.
* s The University of loannina (U. loannina) was founded in 1964 äs a regional campus for the Aristoüe University of Thessaloniki. In 1970 it became an independent Institution. There are three schools: sciences, philosophy, and medicine. It is housed in two campuses; one is outside the city, the other is located downtown. Soon all departments will be moved to the rural campus. Because it was a regional campus of Aristoüe University it followed the same library strücture. The library System has a central library and 19 departmental libraries. In addition to these libraries, there are about 20 locations (laboratories, clinics, etc) where book collections are kept. The central library loosely links the departmental libraries and is responsible for the administrative procedures and for serials check-in. Until 1982 a union card catalog was kept in central library. The degree of organization differs among the libraries, some keep all the necessary files while others do not. Each library sets its own Standards for the bibliographic organization. The library System has about 160,000 items, and 2,300 serial titles. Some years ago one library introduced an automation program. The project was not so successful. Fortunately all libraries now join efforts and share the PLAS System.
Academic Libraries in Grcece: a New Perspective
The current acquisitions are entered into the database. There is an attempt to complete retrospective cataloguing. By November 1994 the database held about 16,000 items or 10% of the whole col-lection. The OPAC is not yet accessible through the Internet.
In the central library there is an employee that holds a Ph. D. in Information Studies, but he is not the director. Four of the libraries employ TEI graduated librarians.
The University of Patra (U. Patra) was founded in 1964. There are Schools of Science, Engineering, Health Sciences, and Humanities. The university is located on a campus at Rio, a suburb of the city of Patras. There are almost 14,000 students. The library System consists of a central library and some small collections in departmental or sectional libraries. In total there are 14 full-time and 15 part-time (students for the most) employees working in the central library and the library's director holds a Ph.D in Philosophy. The library System has 14,000 volumes and 1500 serial titles. The director of the library selects materials for the reference collection. The library does not maintain a card catalog, but uses the integrated PLAS library System. It runs on a Novell LAN and has 15 PCs for the staff and for the users.
The library System follows the AACR2, DDC, but does not follow any particular subject headings.
The library offers 21 different networked CD-ROM databases. It has an active interlibrary loan department. It is very active and participates in different European Union (EU) projects äs FastDoc, MECANO, etc.
Since 1985 the university has had a regional campus in Agrinio where a Department of Economics functions with 300 students. The library in Agrinio, with one employee, is autonomous and has 3,200 volumes and 90 serial titles. It follows AACR2, DDC, but no specific subject headings. Only an author card catalog is maintained. The regional library has no electronic connection with the library of the University of Patra.
The Democritus University of Thrace (D. U.Thrace) was founded in 1973 (Presidential Decree 374) in three different towns of Thrace. These are: Xanthi, Komotini, Alexandroupoli. Every school or department has a separate library even though the departments are in the same town. So there are three libraries in Komotini, two in Alexandroupoli, and one in Xanthi. There is no central administration and every library follows different Standards and procedures. Each library has got a letter from the alphabet äs a name, eg. A, B, C and so on, depending on when it was created. So the first library of the university was named Library A, the second Library B and so on. The libraries are not automated and are not electronically connected to each other. During 1977-1979 an attempt to automate Library B was not very successful (11) .
Within the city of Xanthi there is the School of Engineering. It has 2,000 students. The library of this school has its own buildirig with 45,000 items and 1,300 Journals. It follows the DDC System. There is a bäcklog of books that are separated into fields of interest of the faculty members who have ordered the books.
In Komotini 4,000 students are studying in the School of Law (the oldest school of the university), the Physical Education Department, the Department of History and Ethnology. The new Department of Philology will accept students for the school year 1995-1996.
The Law Library (Library A) has got 75,000 items, 450 Journals, and 80 newspapers. It applies its own developed thesaurus for subject headings.
The Physical Education library began Operation in 1986. It holds 9,000 volumes, almost 300 Journal titles and 200 video tapes. From 1992 it started to follow AACR2, and DDC.
The library of History and Ethnology Department has been in Operation since 1991. It has got 6,500 volumes and 142 Journal titles and follows the AACR2, DDC, and Sears subject headings. There is a program called LIBRARY that Supports the library's automated procedures. Stacks are closed.
In Alexandroupoli there are the School of Medicine and the School of Education which has two departments (Primary, Kindergarten). The School of Medicine in Alexandroupoli was a regional campus of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki until 1991. The library of medicine uses the classification System of NLM. It is a well organized small library with 1,500 volumes and 530 Journals.
The two Education Departments have one common library. It uses AACR2 and DDC since 1991. It has about 1,600 volumes and 170 serial titles. It houses a special collection of "Archives of Thrace" and a collection of books that concerns the Thrace area and its history
The University of Crete (U. Crete) is located in two towns, Herakleio and Rethymno. It was founded in 1973 but started to accept students in 1977. It is unique in that the Ubrarian-had füll authority to organize the library. Therefore a central library was built instead of small dispersed libraries.
In Herakleio there are two campuses where 2,500 students are studying in the Schools of Medicine, and Sciences. The Schools of Social Sciences and Humanities with 2,000 students exist in Rethymno.
There is one administration for both libraries but they keep a degree of autonomy. They follow AACR2, LCSH and LC classification schemes. Both libraries use PTOLEMEOS to automate their functions. The library in Herakleio converted all collection to MARC format. In Rethymno, 80% of the material has been converted (see Table 3 ). The two libraries are well organized and actively participate in E. U. projects (Heaven, Heien, etc) They are considered äs a model for development and organization by other academic libraries.
Academic Libraries in Greece: a New Perspective
In the University of Crete, the ILIS PTOLE-MEOS I was developed in 1988. It was the first working ILIS made in Greece. In 1992, the redesigned and enhanced PTOLEMEOS II was released.
The School of Engineering of Crete (S. Eng. Crete) is located in Chania of Crete on one campus and it was founded in 1977. The school has four departments and 800 students. There is only one central library that holds 23,000 volumes and 600 Journal titles. The director and the faculty are responsible for the collection management. The library has a mini Computer, a LAN and uses PTOLEMAIOSII System for the automation. It has a map collection, audiovisual material, CD-ROMs, microfilms and microfishes.
The University of Aegeo (U.Aegeo) is dispersed among four islands of the Aegean Sea. In every is- 
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land there is a library. On the Island of Samos there is the Department of Mathematics that has been in Operation since 1984. The department of Business Administration started on 1985 in the island of Chios. In Mytilini there are two departments: Social Anthropology, and Environmental Science. Finally on the island of Rhodes, there is the Department of Primary Education and the Department of Kindergarten Education. In total about 2,300 students are studying in the University of Aegeo.
The library in Mytilini works äs a Central Library Service and it is responsible f or the administration and the managing of the other three libraries. It holds 6,000 titles, and 250 Journals. The library in Samos has 8,000 titles and 120 Journals. The library in Chios 9,000 titles, and 150 serial titles. The library in Rhodes 2,000 titles.
All the libraries follow the same library Standards: AACR2, DDC, and LCSH. AU the subject headings assigned are only in English.
There is a mini Computer System in Mytilini that runs the GEAC Advanced library System. The other libraries are connected to the library of Mytilini with leased lines. Their OPAC is accessible through the Internet.
The University of lonio (U. lonio) is located on the island of Kerkyra (Corfu) and was founded in 1984. It has a total of 1,000 students who study in four departments: History, Archives & Biblionomy, Music, Foreign Languages -Translation & Interpretation. Each department has its own library. The two libraries of History and Foreign Languages are more organized than the other two. All libraries combined hold 32,000 volumes and 600 serial titles. Each library processes its own material, but all use the same Standards, AACR2, DDC, and LCSH.
The University of Thessalia (U.Thessalia) is located in the four towns of Thessalia region: Volos, Larisa, Trikala, and Karditsa. Founded in 1984, it has three engineering departments, medicine, production, education, and physical education. The library in Volos acts äs a central library where the cataloguing of all library material is done. A database is built with all library records in UNIMARC format. The libraries are connected to the OPAC with leased lines. GEACs Advance was chosen äs the System to automate the functions of the libraries. The library in Volos has 20,000 volumes and a significant map collection. The library in Larisa has 8,000 volumes. All the libraries together have 300 serial titles. The Physical Education Department was founded in 1994 and it is in Trikala with about 30 students. In Karditsa about 30 students entered the Veterinary Department for first time in 1994. There are no libraries in Trikala and Karditsa at the moment.
The Charokopeios Higher School of Home Economy (12) (Charokopeios) opened in 1929 (Law 4360/9-7-1929) for first time äs girls' teacher-training 3-years College of home economy. After many changes in the objectives, subjects and level of studies the school started to accept men students in 1984. The school has two departments, the Department of Household Economy and the Department of Dietology. The Department of Dietology has been in Operation since 1984 and accepts 30 students per year. The school has one library with 4,000 volumes and five Journals. Library materials are classified in general subjects. The library does not keep any card catalog.
Collection development
Collection development has the same pattern in all libraries: the faculty members have complete control over the material expenditures and decide what will be acquired. This happens even in universities where a central library exists. The peripheral libraries have their own budgets and steering committees. There are only some exceptions where the librarians get invplved in the process of collection management. As a result, the collections reflect the individual research iiiterests of the faculty and they are not representative of the body of knowledge.
There is a common library problem for all universities that have a health science school or a medicine school. Their collections are dispersed in hospitals, laboratories, clinics, and faculty Offices that are often located in different or distant buildings. These locations cannot be considered libraries.
The duplication of material is a common phenomenon and has started to create financial problems, especially in serials. Recently the steering committee of the library System in Aristotle University of Thessaloniki decided to cut down the multiple serial titles subscriptions saving 40 million drachmas (about 160,000 US.D)
Bibliographie organization
It is generalized on the following four areas: the creation of catalogs, the application of cataloguing rules, the classification schemes and the subject headings used.
Ahnost all of the reviewed libraries offer some kind of catalog for bibliographic access. The LCSH is used in seven library Systems out of the eighteen examined in this paper. One library System uses the Greek subject headings (Gr-SH) One peripheral library in the University of loannina uses SEARS. Three library Systems have developed their own subject headings. There are three library Systems that use subject headings only in Eiiglish, three oiüy in Greek, and two both English and Greek.
Automation -automated cataloguing
In the late 70s most of the libraries did not consider automation äs essential. Today there is a change in this attitude. Automation has become a serious and primary concern of all libraries. Librarians are aware that only with automation can the libraries be developed äs modern organizations and stop being in Isolation and decadence.
In the early '80s some libraries started to develop in-house Computer programs to automate their functions. These attempts were more or less unsuccessful. The reasons can be found in the lack of trained personnel and Standards.
Academic Libraries in Greece: a New Perspective
In the late '80s the first working integrated library System PTOLEMEOS I was developed in the University of Crete. In early '90s a redesigned and multi / cross-platform PTOLEMEOS II came out. In the University of Patras the PLAS System was developed at that time. At the same time the commercial developers came onto the scene of library automation in Greece.
The current Situation appears in Table 3 . Four library Systems use the PTOLEMEOS II, and three GEAC Advance. PTOLEMEOS I is still functioning in the Physics departmental library of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Recently the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki decided to acquire PTOLEMEOS II for its library System. At the moment there is no plan in the Kapodistrian University of Athens to buy an ILIS.
All academic libraries use some kind of cataloguing in MARC. The absence of a central decision making policy for all academic libraries has resulted in the application of different MARC formats in the libraries. The US-MARC is applied in six libraries, and the UNIMARC in fifteen.
Almost all academic libraries have, or plan to have, access to the Internet. This helps users and library staff to have access to information resources that are dispersed all over the world. The OPACs of the University of Crete and the University of Aegeo are accessible through Internet at this moment. More libraries will offer access to their OPACs via Internet in the future.
Some library Systems have retro projects and some have already converted their collection to MARC format (see Table 3 ).
Personnel
The lack of specialized personnel in librarianship is still a big problem. TEI are the only institutions that educate librarians. The first TEI-librarians graduated in 1980. There is no school of librarianship at university level. There is only a related department of Archives and Biblionomy in the University of lonio that accepted students for the first time during 1993-1994.
Another problem is the absence of library administrators with the proper education in librarianship, information technology and management. Ignorance is a major obstacle and Ignorant administrators show resistance to change.
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A very common Situation is that the Supervisor of a peripheral or departmental library has a degree from that department with nö library education or experience. In some the facülty intervene even in the bibliographic organization of the materials. As a result, the trained librarians have no responsibility ovef" the library's administrative functioning.
According to a study that was conducted in 1990, a total of 139 employees were working in academic libraries. Two (1.4%) employees hold a Ph.P, four (2.9%) a MLS degrep, 45 (32.4%) hold a B.Sc, and 33 (23.7%) TEI Library School degree (13) . Table 4 shows the current Status of the personnel of the academic libraries in Greece. Three em- 
B.Sc. It should be noticed that in the last five years there is an increase (about 16%) in hiring TEI librarians. It seems that the TEI schools of librarianship give adequate knowledge to their students to face the challenges in the environment of the academic libraries. All libraries that hired TEI librarians have to show some kind of organization and development. It is obvious that the academic communities want to organize the libraries according to international practices.
General assessments
The creation of a library was the last concern in an academic Institution. That is why there are no specially designed library buildings.
Smaller libraries and newly founded universities with small collections are fairly quick to use appropriate foundations to organize their libraries. This is more difficult for the older and bigger universities such äs the National Kapodistrian University of Athens, the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, the National Metsovian School of Engineering in Athens. These tend to be the most disorganized libraries.
In general all academic institutions in Greece were established in a similar pattern. There was no special interest in libraries, äs the importance of the existence of a library was not recognized in an academic environment. The faculty, äs well äs the libraries, are responsible for the Situation that has resulted in academic libraries. An endless loop was created: the faculty were not satisfied with the library's Services; this led the faculty to ignore libraries; the ignored libraries did not develop; the underdeveloped libraries could not offer any Services; and so on. This stereotype has started to change during recent years. This is evident when the libraries of mid-80s are compared to those of mid-90s.
Academic Libraries in Greece: a New Perspective
Although new laws for higher education have been introduced, the legislation for the academic libraries is still the same (Law 1404/1983).
The academic libraries in Greece were statte in the last decade. In this decade something started to move. Some libraries found the way to development and modernization. The rest will follow. It seems that each library can solve its own local problems. The next step is to find channels for communication and cooperation with other academic libraries in Greece and in the world.
Is the communication and the cooperation among the libraries going to be easy? It is neither easy but nor it is impossible. A pilot project for cooperation among academic libraries is running with 33 participating libraries for articles and dissertations delivery started with initiative of the National Documentation Center (EKT). Other areas of cooperation might be the shared cataloguing, and the development of a nationwide union catalog. How easily can libraries use a shared catalogue? The only Standard that all the libraries follow seems to be the AACR2. The libraries will face new challenges with all these different MARC formats, classification schemes and subject headings when they try to share bibliographic records.
A problem that has to be solved is the transfer and the display of the Greek character set through a wide area network. At the moment only experts can display and send Greek characters through the Internet.
The academic libraries have lost precious time and the only way they can catch up is to keep in touch with the development of the libraries and Information technology.
ARIStotelis supports only three mödules: cataloguing, public access catalog, and bilingual authority files. It was developed in central library of Aristotie University of Thessaloniki by Paschalis Raptis to train the staff in machine readable cataloguing, and to buüd a MARC bibliographic database. ARIStotelis is writen totally in C language and runs ander VMS, Unix, and Novell.
EQUILIBRIUM is a library System developed by Computer Academy Ltd. It uses INFORMIX DBMS and runs on Unix machines.
GEAC Advance is a world-wide known library System. LIBRARY v.3.0 is based on dBASE III Plus and supports all library functions.
Micro CDS/ISIS is a library program that was developed by UNESCO and is freely distributed. It runs on PCs (IBM compatibles) and offers two mödules: cataloguing and catalog.
PLAS System was developed in the University of Patras, uses ORACLE database, and supports all library functions. It runs under Novell local area network, Unix, and Xenix.
PTOLEMEOSI is the first integrated library System that was developed in the University of Crete. It runs under IBM's VM/CMS and is based on SQL/DS database. This System is not supported any more.
PTOLEMEOS is an integrated library System that was originally developed at the University of Crete. It is based on INGRESS database and runs on platforms such äs Unix, and VMS. It is sponsored by the Foundation for Research and Technology (ITE) of Crete, an Institution that is affiliated with the University of Crete. 
L Introduction
The macro organizational map shows the basic Operation processes and Services of a unit. The comparison of those is useful mainly in order to assess diff erent techniques (e.g. introduction of new Information technology). The aim of this introduction is to state general prmciples for acheiving total quality in Services and in designing Operation processes. This is follöwed by the comparison between the macro organizational map of the special library in Lek and the one at the Institute of Oncology.
Total quality Management -definition
The term quality is defined by the degree of perfection to which some product satisfies its buyer or to where a Service meets the needs of its customer. There is another clear definition which says that quality means the fulfillment of agreement. To assure quality we need to consider three important views. The first is that of the individual (buyer or customer). The second view is that of the Company or unit, producing a certain product or offering a Service, while the third one is the one of the environment, country or corporation with their regulations and priorities regarding quality. 
Total quality in Services -their importance for a speciallibrary
Special libraries are small units incorporated into institutions and companies (referred to äs companies in the following text). Special libraries are responsible for the inflow of scientific, technical, and business information. According to their purpose they can be qualified äs Services that adopt the criteria required for their quality (2, 3, 4) .
The two priorities in the total quality Services are the user's satisfaction and the value of knowledge woven into the final product (5, 6, 7) .
This can also 1t?e applied to special libraries and therefore we can consider the basic factors determining quality Services äs vital for special libraries. Let us look into some of them:
1 Reliability: performance must be dependable and accurate, and must exclude errors. 2 Responsiveness: the employee must offer services in the shortest possible time. 3 Competence: the employee must be properly trained for the Job and possess the required skills. 4 Access: the user must have easy accesses to the Services (convenient location, good telecom connections, and other information technology). 5 Courtesy: each employee must be polite, respectful and friendly to the user. 6 Communication: each employee must communicate with the user at his level of understanding. 7 CredibiÜty: the whole performance must provide the user with the most suitable Service. 8 Security: Services must ensure physical and financial security and secure the confidential material. 9 Understanding: the employee must understand the user's needs. 10 Tangibles: the rooms and the equipment must be pleasant and tidy and the employees must be neatly dressed.
Items l, 2,3,5,6 and 9 are the elements of process, the rest are the elements of Output. The ultimate aim is the quality of Output. This depends on the quality of both the input and the process. Still, it cannot be denied that the quality also greatly depends on the user and his/her demands.
• r
Organization design of Operation processes äs the basic element of total quality
The aim of this paper is to explain in detaü the role of the organization design in quality Services. We wish to emphasize that each special library is framed in the Company, which influences its performance significantly (8) . Anyway, it is necessary to consider general principles of Operation processes and endeavour to apply them in orte's own environment:
1. The responsibility and tasks of each member of the staff in the Operation processes must be clearly defined so that his/her responsibilities, power, performance Standards, and lines of communication are made clear.
2. Wherever and whenever possible it is advisable to give the power of making decisions to the members of the staff providing the Service. This does not have a negative effect on the quality of Services. This principle frees the management from everyday routine decisions and gives the employees the feeling of importance aiid thus stimulates them at their work.
3. All the functions and tasks must be performed by qualified personiiel. This demands careful choice of the employees, training, supervising, and frequent changes in the allotment of tasks.
4. Optimal allotment of tasks to the right employees can be achieved by frequent investigation of the Operation design and its revision. The Operation should guarantee harmonious Operation of the individuals and the team.
5. IndividuaFs endeavours and creativity should be exploited äs the leading motive for the quality of his/her work.
Total quality management requires consistent following of demands and performanee changes within the Company and its environment.
The writing of Manuals (description of tasks and operations) Starts from big segments and goes towards smaller ones:
-on a macro level the Operation process is described from the aspect of the whole team and the manager (äs seen on Charts l & 2 of the organizational map of the Lek and the Institute of Oncology special libraries).
· > -on a micro level the Operation process is described from the aspect of performers activities.
At present there are programme equipment and Operation techiuques that enable us to improve the content of our work while designing the Operation (9, 10). Basically two principles have to be followed: the first is the improvement of the existing Operation plan. When, following this principle, we are in danger of relying persistently on old foundations instead of setting entirely new ones, based primarily on the aspect of our user. We must be aware of this danger primarily because the changes in the Information technology are very quick and because of that they demand fundamental changes in the Operation processes (11) . Therefore a totally new approach in thinking must be involved in the revision of the Operation design (12) .
In our case we follow the process of improvement of the existing organizational map (we introduce new techniques and processes step by step).
A properly designed Operation and its consistent assessment are the two vital factors in achieving quality. Namely, it has been proved that 85% of errors are due to a poor Operation design and only 15 % to individual's errors (13) .
A good Operation design greatly depends on careful following of the above mentioned principles. The total quality of Services is directly assessed by the user, therefore it is advisable to obtain their opinion by an evaluation questionnaire related to Services.
. Short presentation of the Lek and the Institute of Oncology Special Libraries regarding the introduction öfnew information technology
Both special libraries primarily deal with material in biomedicine, in which new information accumulates very quickly. This requires changes in Operation, therefore we would like to present both libraries mainly from this angle.
Lek's Special Library
It was established in 1946 and has been a unit of the Research & Development Department. In 1975 it was registered at the Ministry of Science and Technology of Slovenia and it was approved äs a special library.
The organizational map
It operates on the principles required for libraries and adapts them to the demands of the Company.
The annual influx of printed material consists of: 500 new monographs, 250 titles of foreign magazines, about 60 titles of Slovene magazines, and approximately 2000 articles (statistical data for the year 1993).
Computer support for all catalogues and bibliographies was introduced in 1985. In 1987 we started using CD-ROM data collections (14 titles), which we are now incorporating into a CD-ROM network. In 1992 Computer support further broadened by the use of the Library Information System -(LIS) äs it became possible to work within the net. In the same year we were linked to Slovene academic network (Arnes). In 1993 we started online searches directly : Dialog, STN (previously all searches were made by Slovene Information Centers). This year we have been intensively working on Internet search.
Organization design has been adapted to the needs of Lek and the principal Operation processes have been written down in an internal document called Operation Instructions, which include instructions on ordering, processing of documents, financial management of the special library and the processing of the Lek Bibliography.
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and international data bases such äs CANCERLIT, PDQ and DRUGDEX on CD-ROM.
In 1995 the library joined COBISS System (Cooperative Online Bibliographie System and Services) and began contributing records to the Slovene shared catalogue data base COBIB.
III. Companson ofthe two Organisation designs
The environment, in which the two libraries operate, dictates the contents and the methods of work, from which macro örganization design Operation processes are developed. Both charts (l & 2) show that there is no difference in their macro örganization designs, äs they both consist of the same five production Segments: 1. Work on primary documents: -informing and training users on courses or individually -TRAINED USERS FOR EFFICIENT COOPER-ATION Our assessment is that the organization of Operation processes in both special libraries is similar, and that the existing differences are based on the different environments in which the two libraries operate. The comparison of the characteristic differences is useful because it can lead to critical assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of one's own System (14) . It is also useful to look for new Solutions in completely different fields of work. (15, 16) .
The main purpose of this analysis of differences (D) and similarities (S) (in Table 1 ) is to provoke new views and ideas about how to improve Operation processes in one's own environment.
The organizational map
Differences can be observed in the following segments:
-Computer support in ordering and processing different materials in Lek is based on the Computer techniques developed in Lek, while the Institute of Oncology uses COBISS (a program for creating a union catalogue) äs it is a special library operating within a government supported Institute. The reason why Lek uses COBISS only passively is that it is impossible to pay attention to all the parameters that are not vital for the identification of writings on that highly specific level anyway.
-The Bibliography of Lek's research projects is kept in its own data collection. Only some writings are included into Biomedicina Slovenica data base. -The difference in the number of uses of the foreign data collections depends on the differences in the needs for the quantity of Information and ön the broadness of research fields and business demands.
-There are some differences in the special activities äs well.
Similanties appear in thefottowing Segments:
-users' structure -users' training -cooperation with other departments -Information specialist's responsibüity for the data he/she provides -special activities (bulletin, photocopying, permanent training of the staff)
As is evident from the comparison, some of the differences are unavoidable and will remain äs it is vital to achieve OUTPUT which includes Computer supported catalogues and circulation, quality Information, based on the library's own'data collections and foreign data collections, good cooperation with other departments in the Company and good relationship with the user.
Both special libraries have started introducing some Services they had not had before this comparison was made:
-Lek: help with writing quotations using Reference Manager package -Institute of Oncology: intensified usfe of Computer network and providing of data collection CCIS: Computerized Clinical Information System on CD-ROM.
TV. Conclusion
The result of the comparison of the twö special libraries shows that the method of comparison is usefül and we recommend it to our colleagues.
Organizational map (Charts l and 2) shows the elements of quality System refering to quality of Information from the end user point of view where results are important. Inforination is our final product and the quality of our work is measured by its value. We want to stress that the total quality achievement is vitally linked to ethics. Quality greatly depends on*the iiitegrity of the System and ethics are directly linked to the integrity of the staff (17) . Both elements are essential for achieving total quality.
